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AN EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION FOR A NONSELFADJOINT,

INTERIOR POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

BY

ALLAN M. KRALL

ABSTRACT.   Under discussion is the vector system  Ly = y + Py,   'SsO Ajy(t7)

= 0,   where  iy_n \\A\\ < <x>.  The eigenvalues for the system are known to be count-

able and approach  °o in the complex plane in a series of well-defined vertical

steps.   For each eigenvalue there exists an eigenmanifold, generated by the res-

idue of the Green's function.    Further, since the Green's function vanishes near

co in the complex plane when the path toward  o° is horizontal, the Green's func-

tion can be expressed as a series of its residues.   This in turn leads to two ei-

genfunction expansions, one for elements in the domain of the original system,

another for elements in the domain of the adjoint system.

1.   Introduction.  Birkhoff and Langer [l] have long ago discussed various

problems associated with the system

Ly = y' + Py,       AQy(0) + A ̂ (1) = 0,

deriving the adjoint system, spectrum, Green's function and also an eigenfunction

expansion under certain regularity conditions.

Their work was extended by Cole [3] who introduced interior boundary points,

so that the system now had the form

Z7Z

Ly = y' + Py,      £ A/(/P = °'
7=0

where  zQ = 0,  f, = 1, and  0 < /• < 1,  ; = 2, • • • , ttz.   He also derived the adjoint

system,  spectrum, Green's function, and an eigenfunction expansion.

Recently, Green and Krall [4] began a systematic study of the system

Ly = y' + Py,        £ A.y(t) = 0,

;=0

where   tQ = 0,   Zj = 1,  and  0 < t- < 1,  /' = 2, • ■ • , <*>,  and

£ u,\
, = 0

dif-
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The boundary points   t.,  j = 1,. . . , oo,  may possibly be dense in the interval [0, l\

The adjoint system, spectrum and Green's function were derived, and, in addition,

in [7] the author has achieved an eigenfunction expansion in a selfadjoint situa-

tion.

The present article derives an eigenfunction expansion in a nonselfadjoint

situation.

2.   Previous results.  We let  H denote the Hubert space of «-dimensional,

vector valued functions, defined on the interval [0, l] and generated by the inner

product

72

(y, z) =f1QZ*(t)y(t)dt «£ foZ.{t)y.{t)dt.
Z = l

We let P be a continuous n x n matrix valued function, and A ., j = 0, • • • ,

oo,  be constant  n x n matrices which satisfy

oo

Z IIa, II < °°'
7=0

where   ||.||   denotes an appropriate matrix norm.

Then  D- denotes the collection of all elements  y  in  H which satisfy

(a) y is absolutely continuous on [0, l].

(b) /y = y + Py exists a.e. and is in H.

Further,  D  denotes the collection of all elements  y in H which satisfy

(a) y is in  DQ.

(b) U(y) = 2J^0A .y(r.) = 0, where the points  tjt  j = 0, • • •, oo, are in [0,l],

tQ = 0, and ij = 1.

Finally we define the operator  L by letting  Ly = ly tot all y  in  D.

It is easy to show that if </> (r)  is a fundamental matrix for y + Py = 0,  then

a fundamental matrix for y + Py = Ay is given by

<f>(t, A) = <p(t)e".

It was shown in [4],  that when A- and Aj  are nonsingular, the spectrum of

the closed operator  L consists only of eigenvalues, which are bounded in the

complex (A) plane to the right and to the left, which approach  ±oo  in a vertical

strip in a manner which leaves them evenly spaced, and with no finite limit

points.   The eigenvalues  A satisfy the equation

det ¿ A;<Mc)ex'>   =0.

7=0 J

For each A, not an eigenvalue, (L - A/)-1   exists and is generated by a

Green's function, given by
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where

G(\, t, s) = cp(t)eXtU(cp(t)eXt)-1M(t, s)cp(s)- le~ Xs,

M(t, s) =  ^ Akcp(t )e   'k,       s <t,

'k^s

Akcp(tk)e     k,     s>t.

The Green's function has the properties:

1. G (A, t, s) is defined for all /, s in [0, l] x [0,l],  t /s.

2. G (A, t+, t)- G (A, t-, t) = /.

3. d G (A, t, s)/dt + P(i)G(A, t, s) = AG(A, t, s), a.e.

4. 1JL0A.G(\, tr s)=0, s/ t.,  j = 0, - - -, ».
5. - (9G(A, /, s)/ds + G(A, /, s)P(s) = AG(A, t, s), a.e.

6. G(l\,t.tj+)-G(\,t,tj-) = (p(t)extU(cp(t)eXt)-lA.,   / = 0, •

The operator (L — A/)-  ,  given by

(L - XI)-1 f(t) = J!G(A, t, s)f(s)ds,

is compact.

Finally, the adjoint operator L* exists.   Its domain D   consists of all ele-

ments  z in  H which satisfy

(a) For some parametric vector </>,

,-=o ''

is absolutely continuous on  [0,1].   (yA   is the characteristic function of the set

A.)

(b) —z + P z exists a.e. and is in H.

(c) z(0-) = 0, *(l+) = 0.

Condition (a) implies that z has a jump discontinuity at each boundary point

z{tj +) - z(tj -) = A*.cp.

Then for all z in D ,

L*z = - z' + P*z,     a.e.

3.  Eigenmanifolds.   The eigenvalues of  L are the roots of the equation

det Z A^(t)eXl' = 0.
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But, unlike selfadjoint problems, if À  is an ra-fold zero of the equation above, the

m-dimensional eigenmanifold associated with it may be in the form of an eigen-

function chain.   This is also true for the adjoint operator.

Since the adjoint operator is not a differential operator in the usual sense,

before we look at these chains, we shall consider solutions to the adjoint equa-

tions  [L*-A/]f=0,  and  [L*-A/]f = /.

3.1.  Theorem.   The solution to the problem

(a) -z + P z = kz, a.e.,

(b) z(t.+) — z(t •— ) = A.cb, j = 0, • • • , oo, for some parameter r/>,

(c) z(0-) = 0,

is given by

z(t) = <p*it)-1e-xtf   cpHs)e XsdF(s)<p,
'0-

where  F  is a function of bounded variation satisfying  F(0—) = 0,

0, t¿t.,

dF(t) = J / = 0, • . • , oo.

Proof.   This is obvious by inspection.

3.2.  Theorem.   The solution to the problem

(a) —z + Pz — \z = f, a.e.,

(b) z(t.+) - z (t. -) = A .</>,   / = 0, • • • , oo,  for some parameter r/>,

(c) z(0-) = 0,

is given by

z(t) = tp*(t)- le-Jt(l rß*(s)eJ s dF(s)cp - <f>*(t)~ 1 e~J l f ' cf>*(s)eJ sf (s) ds.

Proof.  Again this easily follows by inspection.

If A  is not an eigenvalue of  L,  then the parameter </> may be determined.

The result is the solution represented by using the Green's function G.

These equations were studied earlier by Halanay and Moro [5].

3.2.  Theorem.   The solution z  to (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3.1 is an eigen-

function of L    if and only if

det[U(cp(t)eXi)] = 0,

that is, if and only if A  is an eigenvalue of L.
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Proof,  z is an eigenfunction of  L    if and only if z(l +) = 0,  or

141

folcp*{s)eXsdF{s)cp = £ cp*it)eXt>A*

7 = 0

0 ¿ A.frt^'i L = 0

This occurs if and only if det [U(cp(t) eXt)] = 0.   In that case the eigenfunction is

of the form given by Theorem 3.1.

Thus for each value A in the point spectrum of  L, A is in the point spectrum

of  L .   There is no residual or continuous spectrum for  L  or  L .   The spectrum

for each is purely point spectrum.

The eigenmanifolds for  L and  L , which occur when A is a multiple root of

det [U(cp(t)eXt)] = 0, are most easily generated as residues of the Green's func-

tion, when considered as a meromorphic function of A.   Specifically, we wish to

evaluate the contour integral

(1/2t7z)^[G(A, t, s)/(\- \0)]d\

around an appropriate sequence of contours which approach oo.   The resulting res-

idues exhibit the eigenmanifolds and generate an expansion of the Green's func-

tion.

3.4.  Theorem.   Let A»  be in the resolvent set of L,  and let A    be an m-fold

zero of det ÍU(cp(t) eXt)] = 0.   Near Ar   let

OO

cp(t)ext = Y. «yU-V',
7=0

oo

Mit. s)cp{s)- le~Xs = £ v*k(\ - \n)k,

fe = 0
oo

Mcp^e^-^Y.  Ut(k-\n)l-m.
/ = 0

Then the residue of G (A, t, s)/{\ — AQ) at A     is

m = l   m — l—j   m—l—j—k

z z   z
u.U.v*

¡Ik

(a0 - \nr-i-*-i

Proof.  Using the expansions above, we compute

G(A, t, s)

(A - A0)

OO OO OO oo

=-z zzz
7=0   ¿=o  / = o  p=0

j    l   k n

(An-A )p+10 n

A  A  q^A   qZ^k   u.U.v*Ak-\ )

=-zzz z
q — m

«=o 7=0 *=o     m    (A0-An)«+1-'-fe-/
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The residue, which occurs when a = m - 1,  is the expression above.

3.5. Theorem.  Let A    be an m-fold zero of det [U(rf>(t) e*')].   Then the ele-

ments  u.,  / = 0, ■ • • , to - 1, are in D.   The elements  v.,  k = 0, ■ • •, m - 1, are

functions of s alone and are in D .

Proof.   These properties are inherited from the Green's function, since at an

m-fold zero of det [U(<f>(t) eXt)], cf>(t) eXt,  M(t, s) (p(s)-1 e~Xs and their first  m-

1  derivatives are the same for s > t and s < t.   The only difficulty is in showing

that the boundary conditions are satisfied.   This also follows from the assumption

that A    is an 772-fold zero.

3.6. Theorem.  Let A    be an m-fold zero of det [U(rf>(t) ext)].   Then the ele-

ments  u.,  /=0, ••■,772-1,  v.,  k = 0, • • • , 772 - 1,  satisfy

(L - \j)u0 = 0,

(L  - X   I )u .   =  U .     ,, j   =   1,   • • • ,    772   —   1,
n        j j— I '

(L*-\l)v0 =0 a.e.,

(L*- A l)v,   = f,    ,     a.e.,       k = 1, • • •, m — 1.

Proof.  For A near A ,  LG = AG, so (L - A /) G = (A - \n) G.   Inserting the

expansion for G, we find

oo       oo      oo

;=0 / = 0i;=0

OO      oo       oo

7 = 0 /=0/fe=0

OO OO OO

; = 1 /=0 4=0

The result then follows from equating coefficients.   The proof for the  v's is sim-

ilar.

3.7. Theorem.   Let An  be an m-fold zero of det [U(cb(t) ex<)].   Then \u-\™~l

and \vA"j~Q form linearly independent sets.

Proof.  Suppose for some  /,   u. = 'Î.-IqC.u..   Then applying (L-A^/), / times,

we find  u- = 0.   Similarly  «,,•••, z/,  are all  0.   This is a contradiction.   Again,

the proof for the  v's is similar.
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Thus for each eigenvalue A    of L, there exists a chain of eigenfunctions

zZq,- • • , u     ,, with a corresponding chain for L , vQ, • • • , v   _^, having the prop-

erties just described.   We call the subspaces generated by these chains eigenman-

ifolds.

3.8. Theorem.   The eigenmanifolds for L and L    corresponding to different

eigenvalues are mutually orthogonal.   The eigenmanifolds, therefore, form a set

of biorthogonal manifolds.

Proof.   Let us assume that

(L - \.l)u.. = u.._v       {L*- \kl)vkl = vu_v

where A.^A,.   Then

(A. - Xk) (u... vkl) = (A.*.;, vu) - (a.., \kvu)

= (Lui? vk? - K/-1' vk? - (V LXP + bif vkl_x)

= -("z',-l' "*P + (V vkl-l]-

An induction on  /' and   / shows these last two terms are also zero.   Since  A. ¿ A,,

■(u.., vk¡) = 0.

4.  Expansion of the Green's function.  We use the standard technique in order

to expand the Green's function:   contour integration about a sequence of contours

which approach  oo.   In order to see that this process works, we need some prelim-

inary results.   We recall that the coefficients  A. and A,   are nonsingular matri-

ces.

4.1.  Lemma.  // |Re(A)|   is sufficiently large, then A is in the resolvent set

of L.

Proof.  Let Re (A) > 0.   Then

YA^{t.)e^ = e}
7=0

A0t/,(0)e-A +AlV5(l) + ¿a^x^-1!

As  Re (A) approaches +oo,  it is easy to show that Aj cp(\)e  , which is nonsingu-

lar, is the dominant term.

If Re (A) < 0, a similar argument shows that AQc/)(0) dominates as  Re (A) ap-

proaches — oo.   This, too, is nonsingular.

4.2.  Lemma. As  Re (A) approaches + oo, G (A, t, s) approaches 0 uniformly

in t and s.
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Proof.  If s < t,  then

G(A, t, s) = eXí«7S(¿)[/+o(l)]-1e-Vü)"1¿71  Z  Akcp(tk)eXtkcp(s)-le-Xs

= eX('-1VW[/ + o(l)]-1«/,(l)-1A71 X   Akcp(tk)<t>(s)-leXUk-s),

which approaches   0 as  Re (A) approaches  +00.

It s > t,

G(A, t, s)=-eXl4>(t)Vl + o(\)Yle-x4>(\YlAll  £ Ak<p(tk)extk<f>(s)-1 e~Xs

lk>s

= -ex('-^)[/ + o(l)]-10(l)-1A71 Z A^i^U)-1«^'*-1',

which also approaches   0 as   Re (A) approaches  +00.

4.3.   Lemma.  As  Re (A)  approaches -00,  G (A, t, s) approaches  0 uniformly

in t and s.

Proof.  If s <t,

G(\, t, s) = eXlcp(t)Vl+o(l)]-lcp(0)-lAll £   Akcf>(tk)eXtk<p(s)-le-Xs

t,<s
K.—

= ex(i-^[l + o(l)]-1</,(0)-1/l-1 £  Ak<f>(tk)<h(s)-leXtk,

which approaches  0 as Re (A) approaches -00.

If s > t,

G(A, t, s) =-eXZ<M')[/+°(l)]-1</>(0)"1A-1 Z   Akcp(tk)eUkcp(srle-Xs

= - eXt<p(t) [I + o(l)]- V(0)- ^o ! Z  A  «/.(i )<7i(s)- 1eX('^s),

which approaches   0 as  Re (A)  approaches -00.

0     t-j      k^K k'
lk>s

We are now ready to perform the contour integration.

4.4. Theorem.  Let the eigenvalues of L be denoted by \X  \°°-,, where their

orders m,  and the elements  u.,  U,, v,   are dependent upon n.    Then, if AQ  is in

the resolvent set for L,
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G(A0, t, s) = ]jT

71=1

Z7Z — 1  m — 1 — 7   777 — 1 — / — /é

Z   Z    Z     ^c,,*(s)/(A0-Anr--*-'
7=0        k = 0 1 = 0

uniformly in t and s,  a.e.

Proof.  We consider (1/277z) /C[G(A, t, s)/(A - A0)]a"A over the contour consis-

ting of the following:   along a semicircle centered at (r, 0) with radius   P  from

(r, -P)  to (r, P)  in a positive direction, horizontally from  (r, P)  to (-r, P),

along a semicircle centered at  (-r, O) with radius   P  from  (-r, P)  to (-r, - P)  in

a positive direction, finally horizontally from  (-r, - P)  to  (r, -P).   If r is chosen

sufficiently large, the integrals on the semicircles can be made arbitrarily small

by using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.

We now wish to show that when bounded away from the eigenvalues  G is uni-

formly bounded.   In this event the integrals over the horizontal portions will be

bounded by a constant times   A0,   the change in arg A,  over these portions.   Since

this approaches  0 as   P  approaches  00,  these integrals will also become arbitrar-

ily small.

The only portion of the Green's function to give any difficulty is the inverse

of

/(A) = det\u(cp(t)eKt)~\ = det Z <S<Mc>x/'
;=0

It is well known that its zeros are isolated, have no finite accumulation point, and

are uniformly spaced throughout a vertical strip.   If the zeros are isolated by

small circles of radius  8, then according to Levin, Zeros of entire functions, p.

268, there exists a constant  77z(z5) > 0 such that  |/(A)| > m(8)  outside those cir-

cles.   Thus f(K)~    is bounded.

The final result now follows from the Cauchy residue theorem.

5.  Eigenfunction expansions.   There exist two eigenfunction expansions:   one

for elements in  D,  one for elements in D .   They are derived in the standard way.

In addition Parseval's equality can be stated for pairs of elements, one in  D,  the

other in D .

5.1. Theorem.   Let y be in D.   Then

77Z—1   Ï7Z — 1 — ;

yW = -Z
77 = 1

Z Z   "/"^-H-J/I^ ds

7=0       k=0

where the equality is uniform in t.
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Proof.   Let  (L — XQl)y = / where  AQ  is in the resolvent set for  L.   Then

y(r) = J"*G(A, t, s)f(s)ds

m—\m—\—j m—\— j — k

n = l

ZEE    Uj(t)ulf1ovt(s)f(s)ds/(x0-xnr-'-k-'
=0       k = 0 1=0 J

Now

j1Qv*(s)f(s)ds = (f, vk) = ([L - A0/]y, vj = (y, [L* - AQ/]ffe)

= <* [L* - Ä„]f,) + (y, [\ - A>,) = (y, Vk_t) + [Ab - A0](y, vj.

Inserting this in the expression for y,

oo   Hn— 1 m— 1 —;' m— 1— ;' — Te l (y    v )

n = l|_,'=0       fe = 0 / = 0 |VA0 -   An) (Ao-A^-1-'-*-'

The left side is independent of A„. Thus, those terms on the right which involve

A0 must equal zero, when added. y(r) is equal to only those which are indepen-

dent of An.   Hence

y(t) = - Z
m— 1  m—l — j

Z    Z   ^«-i-f-J^M*)*
7=0 &=0

Since both sides are continuous in  t,  in addition to being equal in  H,  they are

equal uniformly.

5.2. Theorem.   Let z be in D .   Then

i— 1  m — 1 — 7

Ks)--Z
77=1

« — 1  m — 1 — y

z z **<*>":-w-Jk(,MH
7=0 fe=0 J7=0        *«0

where the equality is a.e. in s.

The proof is similar to that of the preceding theorem.

5.3. Theorem (Parseval's Equality).   Let y be in D and z be in D .   Then

m— 1   rTi—1—7

(y. *) = -Z
nxl

m—1   m — 1— ;

7=0        fe=0

This easily follows from either of the preceding two theorems.

6.  Remarks.  The conditions that AQ and Aj  be nonsingular are essential.

Without them the eigenvalues are not restricted to a vertical strip in the complex
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plane. The requirement that S°10||Á.|| < oo is also crucial. If this series diver-

ges, the whole nature of the problem changes. For example, eigenvalues and ei-

genfunctions fail to exist.

What actually occurs when   2^11 A.||   diverges is not yet known.   In addition

what sort of generalization of this problem is classically selfadjoint is not known.

What occurs when the boundary condition has the form

oo

£ A.y{t.) + pQK{t)y{t)dt = 0

, = 0

can be surmised, but has not yet been proved.   Finally, what sort of generaliza-

tion with integral plus series boundary condition is classically selfadjoint can on-

ly be guessed at present.   For further information we suggest [2], [6] and [8].
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